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Sew What?!
Tortilla Warmer – June 1, 2017
Materials to make a Fabric Tortilla Warmer






100% cotton fabric, outside layer
100% cotton fabric, inside layer (choose something
without a print/color, because this is the layer that
touches food)
100% natural cotton batting (Pellon makes something
called Wrap-N-Zap that’s microwave safe)
100% cotton 1-inch double fold bias tape (if you’d like
to make your own, HERE’S a Bias Tape Tutorial)
100% cotton thread

You can use fat quarters of fabrics for this project along with a small piece of batting, or scraps that
are about 12″ x 12″ square.
Before you get started, decide on how big you want your Tortilla Warmer to be. If you eat larger
flour tortillas more often, you may want to make yours larger than the one shown here, but we
normally only eat corn tortillas (and they tend to dry out a little easier too..so this is extra
helpful). So, I decided that a circle diameter of 9 inches was perfect for the different corn
tortilla brands that we buy.
First, cut 2 circles from each of the fabrics that are the diameter you’re wanting.
TIP: The easiest way to trace your circles is to find a plate or bowl with the same diameter size
you’re needing, and trace right around it onto the fabric with a pen/marker.
Now, grab one of your outer circles, one of your inner circles, and sandwich them between one of
the batting layers…making sure the RIGHT side of the fabrics are facing away from the batting.
Then, sew (or quilt) a few a few horizontal lines and a few vertical lines across these three layers,
to help all of the layers stay in place. I spaced my lines about 2 inches apart…but it doesn’t really
matter the spacing or how many you actually sew. Repeat with the other set of circles.
More than likely, your fabrics probably shifted just a bit while sewing your lines. That’s okay, just
trim down any uneven edges until your circle is perfectly round and even again.
Now, grab one of the circles and attach your bias tape around a little more than half of the outer
edge of the circle. (Need help attaching BIAS TAPE?)
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Now, place your two circles together, with each of the INSIDE fabrics facing each other, then sew
them together along the edge OPPOSITE of where you attached the bias tape to the top circle
(reference the red line in the image below). Use a 1/4 inch seam allowance and overlap onto the
bias tape on each side, by about 1 inch.

Now, place your circles up to your sewing machine with the bias tape side FACE UP. Then, grab
more of your bias tape and begin sandwiching it around BOTH layers of circles, starting about in
the middle of the seam you just sewed in the previous step. (You can use pins to hold your bias
tape but I think it’s a little easier to sew a few stitches, adjust the bias tape, sew some more, and
repeat.)

Keep sewing until you reach the side where the bias tape already exists. Stop about 1-2 inches
before you reach the attached bias tape and then cut a slit in the current bias tape that you’re
sewing, about one inch past where it would meet the already sewn bias tape. Only cut halfway
through the bias tape, right to the fold (reference the arrow below).
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Continue sewing the bias tape around the edge of the circle, overlapping the previous bias
tape. Right before reaching the end, fold under the edge that you cut at a diagonal (to hide the raw
edge) and then sew right to the very end (reference the red arrow).

Now, lift up that top circle and continue wrapping the bias tape around the edge of the bottom
circle.

Sew the bias tape around just the single circle until you reach the other side where the 2 circle
layers are attached again. Stop about 2 inches prior. Cut a slit in the bias tape the same way as a
few steps above, making the slit right at the same point as where the two circle layers are
attached.
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Continue sewing as far as you can sew on that single circle layer. Then fold the top circle layer
back down in place. Now, fold over the raw edge of the bias tape that you cut, at a diagonal (right
where my pin is holding it in place).

Then sandwich the bias tape (keeping that diagonal fold in place) around both layers of circles and
continue sewing around both circles.

Once you reach the point where you very first started, cut the bias tape about 2 inches longer than
needed, fold it under about an inch, re-sandwich it around the edge of your circle, and then sew in
place.
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Now, if you open up your circle, you’ll see at the two sides where the circle are joined, there’s a
raw edge of bias tape….

Sew two stitches right at that point to enclose the raw edges of the bias tape, but to also keep the
layers secure together.

And that’s it! And because all fabrics and thread used are 100% cotton, your Tortilla Warmer is
safe to use in the microwave! So stuff it with some tortillas and place them in the microwave for 15
seconds, test, and repeat as needed. (The more tortillas you have, the longer it will take to warm.)

